
 

MOSQUITO SCREEN INSTALLATION MANUAL 

 

In order to install the mosquito screen in the window, please carry out the following 

instructions:  

 

1. Open the window panel from inside of a room.  

 

2. Take your mosquito screen and turn the rotating grips (clips), located at the upper width of 

your mosquito screen, by an angle of 90° from horizontal position to vertical position.  

Note: The PVC grip is located at the lower width of your mosquito screen.  

 

3. Take your mosquito screen with two hands at 1/3 of its height from the bottom so that the 

PVC grip is at the bottom of your mosquito screen.  

 

4. Holding your mosquito screen in your hands, put it outside of the open window.  

 

5. Slide the turned rotating grips of your mosquito screen to the upper rabbet together with the 

gasket of your window panel.  

 

6. Hold the mosquito screen with your one hand and grab the PVC grip (assembly grip) with 

your other hand at the bottom of your mosquito screen.  

 

7. While holding your mosquito screen by the PVC grip, pull your mosquito screen to the 

window and let it go from your other hand.  

 

8. With your free hand, turn the remaining rotating grips (clips) by an angle of 90° so that 

they could grip the rabbet together with the gasket along the entire perimeter of the window 

frame.  

 

9. Move your mosquito screen (if necessary) to correct it in the installed window so that there 

are no clearances between your mosquito screen and the window panel.  

 

MOSQUITO SCREEN MAINTENANCE MANUAL 

 

If your mosquito screen is dirty, remove it from the window and wash it with the use of a 

sponge and warm water with soap.  

After removing any dirt, rinse it with clean water.  

Do not use any detergents for cleaning your mosquito screen.  

Your mosquito screen is intended for use throughout the year.  



Removal of your mosquito screen for the wintertime will extend its service life.  


